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NEWS FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Jolee Electronics Inc. Leverages the Power of the Cloud
By Offering Customers Workspace as a Service
Leading Unified Communications Helps SMBs Take Advantage of Emerging Technology
HIGH RIVER — 24 August 2018 — Jolee Electronics Inc. , an industry leader in unified
communications, announced today the release of their newest technology deployment, which
is their WaaS (Workspace-as-a-service) program that is being offered to the SMBs (small to
mid-sized businesses). The program is designed to help businesses make the proverbial
jump to the cloud. As the number of executives increase, so does the demand for more
flexible and secure applications, hardware, software and virtualized components. WaaS takes
this a step further, by taking office technology to new heights by running every component
through a virtualized network, instead of requiring local device management. Jolee
Electronics Inc. is very excited to announce this program and to share the value-adds with
their existing client base.
In layman’s terms, WaaS virtualizes every component on a desktop computer. So
instead of having a physical component such as servers on-site, which can become obsolete,
security-breached or malfunctioning, all components are run through the cloud. For end
users, this means that every single component of an employee’s workstation will be available
to them, regardless of where they’re located or which device they happen to have with them.
Everything resides in the cloud including all software, data, file sharing capabilities, Microsoft
programs, and line of business software.

“We’re so excited to offer our WaaS program to SMBs,” stated John Coleman, Director
at Jolee Electronics Inc. . “The majority of businesses will be transitioning the bulk of their IT
infrastructure to the cloud and our WaaS solution enables them to do it in a secure manner
without compromising their need for flexible access to all of their software tools and
programs. Most businesspeople don’t have access to all of their technology at any point in
time and WaaS eliminates this problem forever. Furthermore, the complete virtualization of
the IT network into the cloud bolsters security. For example, in a WaaS environment,
employees can BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) onto the network without any hassle and if
that employee leaves the company, their access to the cloud can simply be deactivated,
drastically reducing the risk of data loss, systems-breach or malicious use. The case for
WaaS is quite clear, because it increases employee flexibility and company security. Over
time, these combine to drive productivity and boost the bottom line, which is the core reason
for any technology to reach popularity in the business community.”

ABOUT JOLEE ELECTRONICS INC.
Jolee Electronics Inc. provides comprehensive technology solutions that keep their
clients going strong. Our commitment to designing and implementing scalable and dynamic
solutions began over 10 years ago and has evolved into a consistent and reliable solution
that answers our clients demands of better, faster, more dependable.
Investments in education, knowledge and experience give our customers the ability to
depend on a partner that provides intelligent, skilled solutions. This proficiency and
unwavering support allows our partners to focus on their business requirements, trusting the
support of a strong, dynamic, and reliable IT environment.
Great leadership requires vision, commitment and the ability to make quick educated
decisions. Jolee Electronics Inc. has recruited some of the best talent, coast to coast, in the
IT sector to provide the most reliable and forward thinking IT analysts for your home and
business. With well over 50 years combined experience, there is no job too big – or too small.
We offer everything from turnkey server and network design, implementation and
maintenance, spam filtering and virus removal to data recovery and backup strategies.
Thriving on long-term relationships with our clients, most have been with us from day one.

Give your business that competitive edge, contact us for your free consultation!
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